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Merchant Haulage vs. Carrier Haulage: Why Discuss This in 2019?

• What makes today different than 2018, 2017, 2016, 2015? 

> Prices are stable compared with last year but new normal is here.

> Examples: Savannah to Orlando, Jacksonville to Atlanta, Los Angeles to Phoenix.

– Draymen don’t have sleeper berths, so regional drays may include layover fees.

– Port congestion in December ’18-January ’19 cannot be falsified on a logbook. 

– Rates won’t slide until port congestion eases.
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• This creates a dilemma:

> How can ocean carriers provide lucrative door quotes without losing money?

> How can BCOs manage transportation inflation while remaining on budget? 

• Price vs. Performance: 2018 was a bad year for transportation budgets

> You lose your job if deliveries are unreliable, or if you go over budget.

> Carrier haulage might be cheaper but is the first mile, last mile good enough?
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Merchant Haulage vs. Carrier Haulage: The Pros of Each

Carrier Haulage:

Ocean carrier controls door-to-door logistics.

> Simple billing: One invoice

> Cheaper Linehaul: No broker markups.

> Cheaper Chassis 

– Example A: 2,500 containers per year, 

$8/day vs. $13/day for 5 days. Annual 

savings: $62,500.

– Example B: 2,500 containers per year, 

$8/day vs: $16/day for 5 days. Annual 

savings: $100,000.

> Turnkey operation: Set it and forget it. 
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Merchant Haulage: 

BCO controls final-mile logistics.

> Supply chain control: What if conditions 

change in route? 

> Chassis Choice: It’s not uncommon to pay $75 

in trucker detention in LA/LB when pool of 

pools is used. 

> Maximize turns: More dual transactions, fewer 

flip charges or chassis splits.

> Portfolio of options: Think of an NVO like a 

stock broker.

> Final-Mile Reliability: Often viewed as better 

service you pick your service provider.* 
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